Abstract. In this paper, several characterizations of Urysohn-closed and minimal Urysohn spaces are given along with some relating properties.
We use the following characterization from Theorem 3.2 of [2] as a primitive in this paper. Definition 2.6. A Urysohn space is Urysohn-closed if each filterbase on the space has nonempty «-adherence.
In stating our next two theorems, which may be readily established, we recall that a point x in a space is in the 9-closure of a subset K (x G 0-cl( A')) of the space if each V open about x satisfies K n cl ( V) i= 0; and a subset K of a space is 0-closed if 9-c\(K) c K [6] . We further recall from [6] that a point x in a space is in the 9-adherence of a filterbase ti on the space 
(b) K E cl(A-) c 9-cliK) E w-cl(Â-); F c cl(F) c (l)w-cl(F) c w-cl(F);
u-closed iil)u-closed) subsets are 9-closed iclosed).
(c) The intersection of any collection and union of any finite collection of u-closed Hl)u-closed) subsets of X iX X Y) are u-closed Hl)u-closed).
We have u-ad ti = f") nt/-cl(F) and 9-ad ti c «-ad tifor each filterbase ti onX.
It is known that a function yp: X -» Y is continuous if t/>(ad ti) c ad ypiti) for each filterbase ti on X. A function yp: X -» Y is weakly-continuous if for each x G AT and U open about ypix), there is a F open about x satisfying ¡l>i V) c el (Í/) [5] . We remark that the following result is valid. Definition 2.13. Let A" be a set, let x0 E X, and let ß be a filterbase on X; {A E X: xQ E X -A or F u {x0) c ^ for some F E ß) is a topology on Awhich will be called the topology on X associated with x0 and ß. X equipped with this topology will be called the space associated with x0 and ß. We will denote this space by X (x0, ß).
The following easily established theorem is used frequently in the sequel.
Theorem 2.14. Let X be a set, let x0E X and let ß be a filterbase on X which has empty intersection on X -{x0}. Then X(x0, ß) is in class S.
3. Characterizations of Urysohn-closed spaces by functions with w-stronglysubclosed graphs. In [3] , it is proved that a Hausdorff space Y is 77-closed if and only if all functions with strongly-closed graphs from a space in class S to Y are weakly-continuous. The first of our main theorems is an analogue of this result for Urysohn-closed spaces. In the proof of sufficiency in each of the theorems below, it is easily checked from Theorem 2.14 that the space associated with the indicated point and filterbase is in class S. Proof. Necessity. Let y be a Urysohn-closed space, let X be any space and let tp: X -> Y be any function with a w-strongly-subclosed graph. Let ß be a filterbase on X and let y E xp (ad ß). Choose x E ad ß with \p(x) = y and let 2 be an open set base at x. Let ß* = {(V n F) -{x}: V E 2, F E ß). If ß* is not a filterbase on X, we have V n F = {x} for some V E 2 and F E ß; so x E F for each F E ß. This gives \p(x) E \p(F) for each F E ß. If ß* is a filterbase on A", then ß* is a filterbase on X -{x} and ß*-»x. Furthermore, u/(ß*) is a filterbase on Y; since Y is Urysohn-closed and \p has a M-strongly-subclosed graph, we get (^(x)} = u-ad u/(ß*) C «-ad \p(ti).
Sufficiency. Let ß be a filterbase on the Urysohn space Y and suppose w-ad ß n (Y -{y0}) = 0 for some y0 E Y. Let 4>: Y(yQ, ß)-> Y be the identity function. We show that xp has a w-strongly-subclosed graph. Let y E Y(y0, ß) and let ß* be a filterbase on Y(y0, ß) -(y} such that ß* ->y.
It is clear that v must be y0. It follows also that for each F G ti, there is an F* G ti* such that F* c F. So, if v E u-ad ti*, we must have v E u-ad ti. Thus, «-ad ti* u {y0} = {.y0} and yp has a w-strongly-subclosed graph. We now have that yp is «-weakly-continuous if Y satisfies the condition, so v0 G ad ti = ypiad ti) c «-ad ypiti) = w-ad ti.
The proof is complete. Proof. Necessity. Let Y be Urysohn-closed, let X be any space and let yp, X: X -» Y be any functions with «-strongly-subclosed graphs; yp is «-weakly-
There is a filterbase ti on S (tp, X, X, Y) with ti -> x. Since X has a «-strongly-subclosed graph, we have {«K*)} U {A(x)} c tKad ti) u {A(x)} c w-ad if (ñ) u (A(x)} and w-ad ypiti) = w-ad A(fi), a contradiction.
Sufficiency. Let Í2 be a filterbase on the Urysohn space Y and suppose «-ad ñ = 0. Choose x0, .y0 G T" with x0 7^ /0-Let yp: F(/0, ß) -» F be the identity function; define X: F(y0, fi)-» F by A(x0) = v0, A(v0) = xo and A(x) = x otherwise. We see that yp and X are bijections and that yp has a «-strongly-subclosed graph as in the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 3.1. We show that X has a «-strongly-subclosed graph. Let y G Y and let ti* be a filterbase on Yiy0, ti) -{y) with ti* -*y. Then,>> = v0; so, for each F G ti, there is an F* E ti* with F* E F. Thus, there is an F^ G fi* with x0 £ FJ. Let fi** = (F* n Fr*: F* G ß*). Then, w-ad A(Q*) = «-ad A(ß**) = «-ad ñ** c «-ad ñ. This establishes that X has a «-strongly-subclosed graph; however, S(uV, X, Yiy0, ti), Y) = Y -{x0,y0}, which is not closed in Yiy0, 8).
The proof is complete. 5. Characterizations of minimal Urysohn spaces by graphs. In [2] , minimal Urysohn spaces have been characterized as precisely those Urysohn spaces in which each filterbase with at most one «-adherent point is convergent. In this section, we offer several other characterizations of minimal Urysohn spaces. and ti** is a filterbase on Yiy0, ti*) -{y} such that ti** ->y, it follows that y = y0, and that w-ad ti** c w-ad ti* c w-ad ti. So, if has a «-stronglysubclosed graph and is continuous if Y satisfies the condition. Therefore, we have ti -+y0 in Y since ti -*y0 in Yiy0, ti*).
The proof is complete. with ti** -» v. Then v = y0, and for each F Eti there is an F** E ti** satisfying F**cFn(F-V0). We may assume, without loss, as the demonstration in the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 3.2 verifies, that ß** is a filterbase on Y -{x0,y0}. Thus, ad A(ß**) = ad ß**, ad ß** c ad ß* = 0 and, consequently, X has a closed graph.
The proof is complete. Proof. Parallels that of Theorem 3.3.
Remark 5.4. In each of the proofs in the theorems of § §3, 4 and 5 we have proved significantly more than the proof of the necessity requires. For example in Theorem 3.1 the proof of the necessity requires that we show for each space X in class S that each bijection xp: X -+ Y with a «-strongly-subclosed graph is «-weakly-continuous. We have established that this statement is valid for any space X and any function xp: X -» Y.
6. First countable Urysohn spaces. See [1] for definitions and results used but not given here. Noting that X(x0, ß) is metrizable when ß = {F"} is countable and has empty intersection on X -[x0] (A"(jc0, ß) is regular and {°V(«)} defined bŷ (n) = (F" u {*<,}} u{{x]:xEX-(Fnu {*0})} is a a-locally finite base), we may establish the following theorems by appropriate use of the first countability and arguments similar to those in the last section. 
